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Influence of oxygen on the formation of Si„111…-737 domains studied by scanning tunneling
microscopy
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Coverage of the 737-reconstructed region on quenched Si~111! surfaces has been compared for two types
of Si wafers with different oxygen concentration, Czochralski and modified float zone~m-FZ! wafers. The
m-FZ wafer clearly showed the lower coverage, which suggested that oxygen had some influence on the
formation of a 737 structure. The activation energy of formation of the 737 structure has been estimated to
be 2.4 eV.@S0163-1829~98!01939-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Si(111)-737 DAS ~dimer-adatom-stacking fault! re-
construction is one of the most studied subjects in semic
ductor surface physics. Many results on dynamic feature
nucleation and growth of the 737 domains have been re
ported by using reflection electron microscopy,1 low energy
electron reflection microscopy,2 scanning tunneling micros
copy ~STM!3,4 and so on. So far, it has been clarified that t
737 domains nucleate and grow preferentially at step ed
but they nucleate in terraces as well and grow in a triang

shape with the vertices pointing in̂1̄ 1̄2& directions. Our
STM observation of the quenched surfaces at temperat
around 500 °C showed that stacking fault~SF! triangles were
formed along a side of a triangular-shaped 737 domain,5

and that a single SF triangle could be observed in the di
dered 131 area.6 From these results it has been conclud
that a SF triangle is a building unit of the 737 domain.5,6

The dynamic aspects of the 737 formation, such as the
behavior of atoms and the rate-determining process, h
ever, have not been made clear yet. One of the authors~I. O.!
proposed a model ofn3n DAS structure formation,7 in
which he claimed that a flipping of the rest atoms bonded
oxygen atoms induced a conversion of 131 atomic configu-
ration into a SF configuration in a cooperative manner, a
that the formation of a SF triangle was completed by
in-phase merging of two SF regions. In his model, th
oxygen atoms stabilize a corner hole, which otherwise sto
high distortion energy and an unfaulted triangle is natura
formed by being surrounded by three SF triangles. T
model is at least consistent with the experimental results
leading role of a SF triangle in nucleation, and growth of t
737 structure as mentioned above. Moreover, the incor
ration of oxygen is very effective to stabilize the otherwi
strainedn3n DAS structure due to the strong bonding a
finity between Si and oxygen.

The assumption made in the model that ann3n DAS
half-unit contains three oxygen atoms has been very con
versial. Recently Ueda reported, using time-of-flight ty
electron-stimulated desorption,8 that a signal of oxygen wa
detected from the Si(111)737 surface in spite of no detec
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tion by the Auger electron spectroscopy method. Althou
this result does not necessarily support the above mode
the oxygen-induced 131→737 phase transition, it is very
interesting to know whether oxygen atoms are really resp
sible for the formation of the SF triangle or not.

In this work, we examine whether the formation of
737 domain depends on the circumstances with differ
oxygen concentration. Upon quenching from a high tempe
ture above that for the 131↔737 phase transition, the
Si~111! surface is partly covered with the 737 region be-
cause of the incomplete growth of the 737 domains.9 In the
present work, by taking full advantage of real-space obs
vation with STM, coverage of Si~111! surfaces with the
737 phase has been measured for two types of sample
Czochralski~CZ! and modified float zone~FZ! ~m-FZ! wa-
fers containing different amounts of oxygen. The resu
clearly indicate the difference in coverage of the 737 region
between them. We have also succeeded in the estimatio
the activation energy for the 737 formation.

II. EXPERIMENT

All the experiments were performed in an UHV chamb
with a base pressure of,1310210 mbar, equipped with a
STM unit ~JEOL 4000XV!. Samples with a size of 732
30.3 mm3 were cut from a CZ wafer with a resistivity of 8
V cm and an off angle of 0.5 ° and from a m-FZ wafer wi
the resistivity of 40 000V cm and the off angle of 0.5 °.
The m-FZ wafer was obtained by repetition of floating zo
treatment many times in an UHV chamber to reduce
oxygen concentration. The oxygen concentrations in the
and m-FZ wafers were measured to be 6.431017 and 7.0
31015 atoms/cm3, respectively by a radioactivation analy
sis. The lower oxygen concentration makes the m-FZ wa
more brittle than the CZ wafer, which might have some
fluence on the experimental result. Hence we measured
dislocation density by Sirtl-Anler etching method10 to be
1.131022 mm22 for m-FZ and 7.531023 mm22 for CZ,
respectively. These values mean that one dislocation is c
tained in the area of 102 mm2, which is eventually zero in
the 2003200-nm2 region for STM observation. The area
density of dopants is so low for both CZ and m-FZ wafe
9863 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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that their influence on the 131→737 phase transition is
negligible.

After organic chemical cleaning and 5% HF treatme
the samples were installed into the vacuum chamber,
gassed at 500 °C for 12 h, and flashed up to 1200 °C.
liminary STM observations were performed at room te
perature to confirm that a whole area of the surfaces
covered with the 737 region after the flashing.

Quenching, from 1100 °C to room temperature, was c
ried out by shutting off the sample heater current or just
reducing the current. Substrate temperatures during que
ing were monitored by an infrared pyrometer with quick r
sponse time of 1/1000 s and stored into a computer thro
an analog-to-digital converter at a rate of 1/100 s. After
quenching, STM observations to measure the 737 coverage
were performed at room temperature with constant he
mode and sample bias of21 V. In order for reducing sta-
tistical fluctuation, the 737 coverage was determined fro
50–60 STM images in each case.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the sample temperature changes du
quenching. Each curve is drawn to start att50 at 830 °C,

FIG. 1. Cooling curves during quenching. Solid and brok
lines show cooling curves for CZ and m-FZ wafers, respective
Each sample was quenched from 1100 °C to room temperatu
three cooling rates.
,
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which is a typical critical temperature (Tc) of the 737
↔131 phase transition reported previously.1,2 After
quenching from 1100 °C to room temperature at three diff
ent cooling rates, we carried out all STM observations
room temperature at which the growth of the 737 domains
do not proceed.

Typical STM images (2003200 nm2) of a surface of the
CZ wafer quenched with the cooling curves indicated by
arrows in Fig. 1 are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The aver-
age cooling speeds from 830 to 600 °C are 505 and 338 °
respectively. The surfaces are partly covered with
triangular-shaped 737 domains. It should be noted that 737
domains grow larger on the surface quenched at the lo
cooling rate. A magnified STM image of the regions whe
737 domains did not grow shows that 232, c234, and
c238 structures are formed, as reported previously.11

The 737 coverage for both samples of the m-FZ and C
wafers quenched with three different cooling curves is sho
in Fig. 3. The cooling speed is determined in the tempera
range from the transition temperatureTc5830–600 °C, at
which the 737 domains can still grow. A plot and an erro
bar indicate a mean coverage and the standard devia
respectively. As clearly seen in Fig. 3, the 737 coverage for
the m-FZ wafer is always lower than that of the CZ wafe
This result suggests that the 737 domains are easier to grow

.
at

FIG. 3. 737 coverage on the surfaces of CZ-Si~111! (s) and
the m-FZ-Si~111!~d! quenched with the different cooling curve
The length of the error bars shows the standard deviation.
Fig.
FIG. 2. Typical STM images (2003200 nm2) of CZ-Si~111! surface quenched with the cooling curves indicated by the arrows in
1. The graduations of the cooling curves from 830 to 600 °C are 505 °C/s and~b! 338 °C/s, respectively.
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on the CZ wafer than on the m-FZ wafer. It also should
noted that the 737 coverage is always lower for larger tem
perature graduation for both the CZ and m-FZ wafers.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although an activation energy for the formation of 737
structure has hardly been determined yet so far, our pre
experiment enables us to deduce the value. Based on
experimental findings on the 737 domain growth obtained
by our previous high-temperature STM observations,5,9 and
by taking advantage of the time-dependent feature of
737 domain growth described above, the following grow
model of the 737 region has been postulated. In the init
stage of nucleation, one 737 SF triangle is formed at first
Subsequently, the 737 domain grows in an equilateral tr
angular shape~Fig. 4! by adding new SF triangles with sha
ing a cornerhole.

The growth rate of the 737 domain can be considered
be proportional to the number of the formation sites for
additional 737 SF triangles. Since additional SF triangl
should always share cornerholes with the original 737 do-
main, the equation of the 737 growth rate is expressed a
follows by using the number of SF triangles contained in
737 domainnSF , the number of growth sitesnGS, and rate
constantk:

dnSF

dt
5knGS. ~1!

From the equilateral triangular shape of the 737 domain,
the relation betweennSF and the number of growth sitesnGS
is given by

nGS5A18nSF1 9
4 1 3

2 . ~2!

The rate constantk can be expressed by an Arrhenius-ty
equation.

k5A expS 2
E

kBTD , ~3!

whereA is the frequency factor andE the activation energy
Integration of Eq.~1! gives

nSF5E
0

`

nGSA expS 2
E

kBTDdt. ~4!

FIG. 4. A model of 737 domain growth used to estimate th
activation energy for the 737 structure formation. It is based o
our high-temperature STM observations of the growth of 737 do-
mains~Refs. 5 and 9!.
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Equation~4! gives the number of the SF triangles co
tained in the final 737 domain. The activation energyE can
be determined so as to fit the left-hand side to the experim
tal value of the number of the 737 SF triangles contained in
the average size 737 domain. Integration of Eq.~4! has
been performed with a computer using the data of temp
ture change as measured in Fig. 1. The temperature rang
the integration was set from 830 to 400 °C because the
constant k at lower temperature below 400 °C is sma
enough to be neglected. The frequency factorA was assumed
to be a general value of 1013/s. The choice of 1012 asA cause
only slight change inE in the order of 0.2 eV. The values o
activation energyE obtained for the three quenching rates
the CZ wafer are almost the same, and have been estim
to be 2.4 eV. This value hardly changes in spite of variat
in the 737 domain size. As for the m-FZ wafer, providin
the frequency factorA is same as CZ wafer, the activatio
energyE becomes almost the same as that of CZ wafer.

Next we discuss the dominant activation process in
131 →737 phase transition. Ohdomari’s model sugge
that the presence of oxygen is inevitable for the 737 struc-
ture, and that oxygen diffusion is essential for the format
of the 737 structure. A value of the activation energy
oxygen diffusion in Si crystal was reported to be 2.53 e
experimentally12 and 2.43 eV theoretically.13 Although the
fact that the activation energy for the formation of the 737
structure obtained in this experiment is compatible with t
of oxygen diffusion in Si crystal is not necessarily dire
evidence of the oxygen-induced 737 formation, this is a
very interesting coincidence. That is, the coincidence mi
suggest that oxygen diffusion in Si crystal is the ra
determining process of the 131 →737 phase transition.
On the other hand, the diffusion process of a Si atom on a
surface have been paid much attention with respect to
conversion from the 131 to 737 structure, because th
atomic density of the 737 region is different from that of
the 131 region.14 The activation energy of Si-atom diffu
sion on a Si surface was reported in the range of 1.0–
eV,15–17which is much lower than the value obtained in th
experiment. If the diffusion process of a Si atom domina
the formation of the 737 structure, the growth of the 737
domain should become easier on the surface with a hig

FIG. 5. 737 coverage on the CZ-Si~111! surfaces with different
off angles. Circles and squares show coverages for wafers of
and 0.1°, respectively. There is no significant difference in the c
erage.
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step density, because a step is the source of the Si-a
supply. Similar experiments using a CZ wafer with an o
angle of 0.1 ° have been carried out. The results are show
Fig. 5 together with the results of a CZ wafer with an o
angle of 0.5 °. It is notable that the coverages of the two
wafers are almost the same. Therefore, it can be conclu
that the diffusion process of a Si atom is not the rate-limit
process of the 737 structure formation. In this connection,
was pointed out previously that then3n DAS structures can
never be formed by chance as a result of a tremendous n
ber of random walks of Si atoms.18

V. CONCLUSION

STM observations have been performed to study the
fluence of oxygen on the formation of the 737 domain. The
737 coverage on the surfaces of two kinds of Si~111! wa-
fers, CZ-Si and m-FZ, with different oxygen concentration
have been compared. The 737 coverage was lower for th
.
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m-FZ wafer with a lower oxygen concentration than for t
CZ wafer with a higher oxygen concentration. The 737
coverage was smaller for the higher cooling rate up
quenching. By using the growth model of the 737 domain
based on high-temperature STM observations, the forma
of the 737 domain has been concluded to be a therm
activation process with an activation energy of 2.4 eV, wh
is much larger than the activation energy for Si surface
gration.
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